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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper presents a 3-D Ensemble Monte Carlo 

(EMC) based simulation for 45 nm gate length MOSFET to 

account for the fluctuations in drain current (saturation) and 

threshold voltage as causes of reliability failures integrating 

the effects of (1) statistical fluctuations in number and 

position of the dopant atom (RDF) in the channel region [1] 

and (2) trapping or de-trapping of single or multiple carriers 

in the defect states positioned near the Si:SiO2 interface and 

at random locations in the inversion region between source 

and drain [2], [3]. Our thorough investigations suggest that 

the fluctuations in threshold voltage and its standard 

deviation are considerably larger than the on-current 

fluctuations for randomly chosen dopant distributions in the 

channel and bulk regions. In addition, the random location 

and number of trap are not correlated with those of channel 

dopants making the reliability projection dependent on 

averaged statistic of a large number of random channel 

dopants and strategic positioning of the traps in the channel.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Statistical fluctuations of the channel dopant number 

were predicted by Keyes [4] as a fundamental physical 

limitation of MOSFETs down-scaling. Entering into the 

nanometer regime results in a decreasing number of 

channel impurities whose random distribution leads to 

significant fluctuations of the threshold voltage and off-

state leakage current. These effects are likely to induce 

serious problems on the operation and performances of 

logical and analog circuits. It has been experimentally 

verified by Mizuno and co-workers [5] that threshold 
voltage fluctuations are mainly caused by random 

fluctuations of the number of dopant atoms (RDF) and 

other contributions such as fluctuations of the oxide 

thickness are comparably very small. It follows from these 

remarks that impurities cannot be considered anymore 

using the continuum doping model in advanced 

semiconductor device modeling but the precise location of 

each individual impurity within a full Coulomb interaction 

picture must be taken into account. 

In addition, Random Telegraph Noise Fluctuations 

(RTF) manifests itself as the fluctuation in transistor 

threshold voltage and drive (on) current. It is caused by 

random trapping and detrapping of charges at interface 

states. Traditionally it was important only in analog design 

at low frequencies. However, as CMOS is scaling into sub-

100nm regime, the effect of RTF as well as its variability is 

not negligible any more even in digital design. For instance, 

Fig. 1 illustrates the measurement data from a 90nm SRAM 

design [6]. The minimum supply voltage (Vccmin), which is 

highly sensitive to device threshold voltage, exhibits a 

similar pattern in the time domain as that of RTF. The 

impact of RTF in this case is more than 200mV, which is 

catastrophic to the yield and low-power design of SRAM. 

Therefore, accurate and physical models of RTF are 

essential to predict and optimize circuit performance during 

the design stage. Currently, such models are not available 

for circuit simulation. The compound between RTF and 

other sources of variation, such as RDF, further complicates 

the situation especially in extremely scaled CMOS design.  

 

 
Figure 1. The fluctuation of SRAM Vccmin due to RTF. 

 

 

2 SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

     In this research work the integration of random defects 

positioned across the channel at the Si/SiO2 interface from 

source end to the drain end in the presence of different 

random channel and bulk dopant distributions are used to 

conduct Ensemble Monte-Carlo (EMC) based numerical 

simulation of key device performance metrics for 45 nm 

gate length MOSFET device. The two main performance 

parameters that affect RTS based reliability measurements 
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are percentage change in relative drain current fluctuation, 

particularly in the saturation region where most digital 

circuits operate and percentage change in threshold voltage 

that affects the device transconductance and on-current 

drive. The simulator which is presently being used in the 

investigation of the random trap fluctuations in 45 nm 

technology node MOSFET, has been borne out of a novel 

approach that has been introduced by the ASU group [7], in 

which the MC device simulator is supplemented by a 

molecular dynamics (MD) routine. In this approach, the 

mutual Coulomb interaction among electrons and 

impurities is treated in the drift part of the MC transport 

kernel. Indeed, the various aspects associated with the 

Coulomb interaction, such as dynamical screening and 

multiple scatterings, are automatically taken into account. 

Very recently, the MC/MD method has been extended for 

spatially inhomogeneous systems. Since a part of the 

Coulomb interaction is already taken into account by the 

solution of the Poisson equation, the MD treatment of the 

Coulomb interaction is restricted only to the limited area 

near the charged particles. It is claimed that the full 

incorporation of the Coulomb interaction is indispensable to 

reproduce the correct electron mobility in highly doped 

silicon samples. 

    For the conducted simulation study described in this 

article, in addition to the randomness of  the position and 

the actual number of the impurity atoms in the whole 

simulated domain of the device, two random traps closely 

spaced by 1 nm, are introduced in the middle section of the 

channel and moved from the source-end to the drain end of 

the channel.  The effective channel length of 45 nm 

technology node is taken to be 35 nm. For the simulations 

of on-current fluctuations, we consider 7 random dopants 

for ensemble average. On the other hand, for the 

simulations of fluctuation in threshold voltage and its 

standard deviation, we consider a total of 20 random dopant 

distributions. Distinctive features are revealed through the 

simulations on the fluctuation patterns of drain current and 

threshold voltage for the cases of a single trap and two traps 

in close proximity. The simulations conducted, are also 

illustrative of a single trap’s effect on drain current with the 

trap’s random positioning inside the channel and interacting 

with the underlying carriers in the inversion region under 

different gate and drain bias conditions of the MOSFET.  

    Fig. 2 shows the fluctuation pattern of the saturation 

region on-current averaged over 7 random channel dopant 

distributions for a set of two traps spaced 1nm from one 

another. The figure clearly reveals that when one of the 

traps is positioned right at the source end, because of 

surface potential spike that results from the trap’s being 

repulsive in nature designated by acceptor-like trap as most 

commonly encountered in modern process-based 

fabrication and in stress conditions resulting from sustained 

device operations, the carriers are impeded by the barrier 

height due to their lack of sufficient kinetic or drift velocity. 

This modulates the inversion carrier number density 

surrounding the trap to the extent that significant current 

fluctuation stems from this source end trap position. As the 

same trap is moved away from the source towards middle 

locations of the channel, the fluctuation rapidly diminishes 

to a stable albeit oscillatory pattern. This is a direct 

consequence of a drift field enhancing the carrier drift 

velocity so that any local surface potential barrier can be 

surmounted. Closer to drain and channel pinch off point, 

unlike previously claimed theory that screening by 

inversion carriers effectively reduces the drain current 

fluctuation to a very minute value, we observe the steady 

fluctuation of mid channel region extends to almost drain 

contact as the screening is prohibited at the drain end of the 

channel due to the pinch-off effect. The discrete number of 

channel carriers show distinctive interactions with trap 

positioned near the drain and most of them can still 

surmount the barrier caused by potential spike owing to the 

high drain bias enabling high drift velocity which can 

subsequently cause the carrier to enter velocity saturation or 

even overshoot which will further reduce the drain current 

fluctuation.  
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Id_change_factor_average ( 7 ran dop distributions )

3.68514%

 

         Figure 2: Drain current (saturation) fluctuation for interface 
traps. 

 

    Fig. 3 shows the threshold voltage fluctuation values as a 
function of the one of the trap being moved from source to 

drain in close proximity to the other trap within 1 nm as 

previously outlined. The plot shows that for one of the traps 

being at the source end, the threshold voltage fluctuation 

has a large spike and the value decreases as the trap is 

moved toward the drain. But unlike the on-current 

fluctuation values, the threshold voltage fluctuation values 

are considerably higher even when the steady oscillations of 

fluctuations extend towards the drain end. Since the drain 

bias is fixed at a relatively smaller value for the extraction 

of threshold voltage as the gate bias is swept in small 

increments, the screening is effectively nonexistent and the 

inversion carrier density profile from source towards the 

drain is not impacted by the bias on drain in threshold 
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voltage measurement conditions. But since the bias on the 

gate voltage is also moderate, the device is effectively 

turning on exhibiting subthreshold to weakly inverted to 

moderately inverted conditions in the applied gate bias 

range, making the fluctuation in carrier number density and 

their random positioning more intense giving rise to large 

observed threshold voltage fluctuation scatter values for 

different channel dopant types. The reason the fluctuation 

pattern decreases toward the drain is analogous to the 

explanation used to analyze Fig. 2, i.e., the barrier at the 

source end inhibits conduction through the channel whether 

the trap is neutral or become negatively charged after 

capturing an electron, causing more threshold voltage 

fluctuation at this specific trap position but near the drain, 

even though low drain bias only moderately impacts the 

carrier drift velocity, it is still sufficient for the carriers to 

flow through the barrier and reach drain end thus reducing 

the number fluctuation of carrier density near the drain end. 
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V_th_change_factor_average ( 20 ran dop distributions )

23.590%

22.263%

 

        Figure 3: Threshold voltage fluctuation as a function of 
interface trap position along the middle portion of the channel. 

    Fig. 4 shows the fluctuation in threshold voltage standard 

deviation. The fluctuation pattern is well controlled and 

tightly correlated as one of the two traps is moved from 

source end towards the drain end. This can be observed in 

conjunction with Fig. 3 which reveals that the maximum 

local peak values of threshold voltage fluctuation and 

minimum local valleys of the same are closely correlated. 

This is due to the use of averaged out statistic of a relatively 

large number of channel random dopant distribution types 

considered for simulation.  

    Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show the comparisons of fluctuations in 

drain current, threshold voltage and its standard deviation 

for the cases of a single trap and dual traps with 1 nm 

spacing between the traps. When two traps are closely 

positioned to one another, they together cause more 

variation in short and long range local Coulomb potential. 

On the other hand, when a single trap is present in the same 

locations of one of the two traps, the variation in short and 

long range Coulomb forces are less pronounced and the 

carriers face less hindrance while transporting through the 

channel. This feature is clearly revealed in these three 

figures where in most trap positions ( in total 6 positions 

with two being near the source, two at the middle portion of 

the channel and two at the drain region ) the fluctuation 

patterns are well reduced for a single trap as compared to 

two closely spaced traps even though these values are 

random and statistical with each different random channel 

dopant types. 
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V_th_standard_deviation( 20 ran dop distributions )

0.0571 V

0.0508 V

 

    Figure 4 : Fluctuation in threshold voltage standard 
deviation with interface trap position. 
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         Figure 5 : Comparison of drain current fluctuation 

    with interface traps for a single and dual close 

 spaced traps. 

 

 

3     CONCLUSIONS 
 

    In this present research work, the influence of random 

positions and number of interface traps in presence of 
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random channel and bulk doping for a 45 nm gate length 

MOSFET is studied in detail. Both on-current and threshold 

voltage show strong fluctuation when the trap is positioned 

near the source side but the fluctuation pattern remains 

steady for mid-channel and drain side trap positions. Also, 

individual values of threshold voltage fluctuations for 

different random dopant types are impacted strongly by 

trap’s positions in comparison to on-current fluctuation 

values. A trap’s close proximity with neighboring traps 

further impacts fluctuation aggravating it negatively.  
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   Figure 6: Comparison of threshold voltage fluctuation    

values for the cases of single trap and dual trap at the interface. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of fluctuation values of threshold   

voltage standard deviation for the cases of one trap and dual 

traps. 
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